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I
sha Sharma heads the Human
Resources for BTM Technologies,
a mid- sized IT company, and is
considered to be an efficient and
excellent HR professional. She has

been involved in the organization's
growth and within a small span of
two years has successfully expanded
the employee strength from 300 to
1500 plus. Her strategies involved
active hiring and engaging at a
personal level. This helped her ensure
that the right people were hired.
Amitabh Singh, a young professional,
was such a hire who joined the
company a year back from a well
known IT firm. He was 32 years old,
held a post graduate degree in IT
and had work experience little over
10 years.  Amitabh was hired for the
position of Senior Project Manager.
His role involved ramping up the
team strength and delivery
capabilities.

Having completed a year in the
company, Amitabh was due for his
appraisal.  Dr Isha, the HR Head,
was faced with a dilemma over
Amitabh's performance appraisal
report and incentive payout.

Hiring of Amitabh
Amitabh was sourced through a job
portal. He was soon called for an
interview which involved four
rounds.
1. Initial HR screening by an HR
executive
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2. Generic interview with the HR
Head
3. Business interview with an
Business Unit Head
4. Finalization by HR

Essentially the interview evaluated
the depth of understanding of the
candidate, his expectations, technical
knowledge, project management and
people management skills. He was a
strong candidate and had all chances
of being hired. This was because
Amitabh had handled a similar role
in a larger organization.

The decisive question in the
interview process depended on his
response to the question about his
reason for quitting a larger company
to join a smaller one.  And what
impressed the interviewer was his
response. Amitabh said his reason
for the change was his passion to
create something from scratch. Dr
Isha also noticed that he came from
a traditional family and was planning
to get married in a year's time.
Apparently the girl also belonged to
the same city which proved to be
yet another reason for him seeking
a change. Therefore he was more
than happy to relocate.

The joining formalities involved
submitting evidences of past
experience, salary slips, references,
and relieving letters from past
organizations. Reference checks prior
to joining were carried out for
senior-level employees only. For
other new joinees, one in three was
subjected to exhaustive reference
checks post joining. Amitabh was
among those who were not reference
checked post joining.

Amitabh had completed six
months in the organization. His
performance feedback from the
Business Head was average. He
recruited few efficient employees, set
the process running and was a
diligent worker. However, he failed
to scale to the level that was expected
of a project manager.

Post six months Dr Isha got a
rude shock. Amitabh approached her
for a hike in salary and promotion
to the post of a delivery manager.
He informed her that his existing
job profile already involved the
responsibilities of a delivery manager.

She at ones approached the HR
operations to check the reports on
Amitabh's reference check.
Apparently it was yet to be done.
She immediately asked for the
reference check to be done.

The results of the reference check
came as a surprise to Dr Isha.
Apparently he was never employed
with the organization he mentioned
on his curriculum vitae. The pay slips
and relieving letter were all forged.

This was an eye opener for Dr
Isha to find a young professional,
with certain level of capabilities, to
have done something of this nature.
She immediately called up the
Business Head and informed him.
He suggested that Amitabh be
terminated immediately. The next
thing that Dr  Isha did was confront
Amitabh in person. She set up a
conference call with the person who
conducted the reference check and
discussed the details. Amitabh was
present to agree/ disagree to the
accusations. He was adamant that
he has done no wrong and it could
be an issue of data getting lost due
to a merger issue. Dr Isha was
convinced that Amitabh has
manipulated records. Amitabh was
asked to give an explanation and with
all the facts in front of him he had
no choice but accept.

It was now time to take the cat
out of the bag. He explained that he
was on a contract roll with another
organization as a delivery manager
which acted as a vendor for the
mentioned organization.
Unfortunately, he was extremely
disillusioned as he was not given a
raise for two year. In this state of
frustration, he thought of
committing  fraud. For redemption,
he sent an apology letter accepting
all his offences to Dr Isha and begged
her not to terminate him.

Decision making
At this stage Dr Isha was confused.
She was now completely aware of
Amitabh's professional, ethical, and
personal background.  From her
experience in HR, she knew that he
was not a seasoned offender. A
seasoned offender usually does not
apologize in writing unlike Amitabh.
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She was worried Amitabh may take
drastic steps  as he was mentally
disturbed. What lay before her was
the most challenging task.  She had
to come out with a decision that
would appear ethical, fair and
convincing to the Business Head and
CEO. This would be a true test of her
core values. She was in a dilemma-
- on one side was an employee who
was a capable worker but has
committed a grave offence and on
the other she had to make a decision
that would be in the best interest of
the organization.

Dr. Isha studied the impact of
Amitabh's actions on the
organization. His  original salary in
the previous organization was 16
lakh per annum which he showed as
20 lakhs and managed to crack a
higher package of 24 lakh in his
current organization.  Had he been
honest and disclosed his actual salary,
HR would have probably offered him
a salary of 20 lakh, which he
deserved.  In addition, his

designation would not have been
compromised as it did. Dr Isha was
aware that Amitabh was an average
performance with potential,
however, from an organization
perspective he should be terminated
with immediate effect.

Dr Isha gave the issue another
day's time before she closed it. She
asked Amitabh to make a confession
to his Business Head. In the
meantime, she also forwarded an
email to the MD about the matter.

Dr Isha finally came up with a
balanced approach to the solution.
She extended his confirmation
period  to another six months. His
salary reduced to Rs 25,000 per
month for the next three months.
He was given special KRAs for six
months and he would be evaluated
under stringent parameters. The
Business Head agreed to the same
and pointed that Amitabh would be
involved in projects that are different
and involved lesser risk. The MD
who earlier thought that termination

would be a better option, also agreed.
Amitabh was soon communicated
the decision and handed over his
new responsibilities. He thanked the
organization and promised to work
with dedication and for the benefit
of the organization.
Dr. Isha knew that either Amitabh
would quit or the organization would
have the chance to take an informed
and more planned decision.
Present
Six months have passed since the
incident and Amitabh continued to
work on a reduced salary. However,
post three months, his salary was
revised  accordingly.  The current
year's appraisal is on and the
Business Head  has given an 80%
rating for his performance. This
entitles him for another 15%
increment. The Business Head
passed on Amitabh's appraisal form
to Dr Isha so that she can take a
decision based on his overall stay at
BTM technologies.
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Integrity and Reputation" are
important parameters for
evaluating an individual or

organization and especially when it
comes to hiring new employees.
Every organization ensures that
confidential information about the
company or its clients does not slip
out. If at any time, an organizations'
confidential data is compromised or
leaked by an existing or laid-off
employee, not only is his integrity
questioned, his presence can act as
a negative influence on the other
employees  in the organization.

At this stage it becomes extremely
vital to assess any prospective
employee on diverse parameters
such as, qualifications, talent and
capability to fulfil their respective
responsibilities, ability to
communicate effectively however,
the final decision is dependent on
factors such as the candidate's
attitude, integrity, honesty, reliability
and dependability. These values help
decide if the candidate fits into the
company's work culture and  can
become the company's brand

ambassador. Most HR professionals
would agree that it is easier to train
an employee on job skills but if he
lacks the right attitude, then no
training can help him fit into the
role. Such employees are always
misfits though perfectly qualified for
the job.

With reference to the given
situation, the first big gap was the
slip in the reference check procedure.
As a practice the company resorted
to detailed reference checks for
senior-level positions only, while for
other levels, the papers of only one
in three candidates was sent for
exhaustive reference check, that too
post joining. This practice worked in
favour of Amitabh and would have,
in fact, helped him guard his secret
for long, had he not made the
mistake of asking for a salary hike
and change in designation, post his
probationary period.

During such 'connected' times
when people can easily glean
personal information from simple
background checks, BTM, gave this
very procedure a miss at the first

step.
Some techniques that companies

use these days for reference checks
include:
● Previous employment history-
This includes surprise calls to any
two of the past companies that the
candidate has been employed with.
● Credit history - Companies
routinely perform credit checks
seeking evidence of dishonesty and
neglect for obligations. A late
payment history can here serve as a
good evidence and help in the
decision-making process.
● Social networking sites - Almost
all companies these days check the
candidate's social profiles and these
platforms serve as a great place to
gather information about the
candidate's people skills and
personality traits.

In this case, previous-
employment check could have
helped resolve this issue at the first
instance and lead to direct rejection
of his candidature.

Having missed the reference
check, once the candidate joins the
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company emphasis on a strong
corporate value system right at the
time of induction itself could have
helped avoid such a situation. For
instance, if at the time of induction
Amitabh was given a feel of what
serious implications his actions could
bring if he was caught, would have
perhaps either forced him to admit
right upfront or choose to
discontinue with his employment,
thus avoiding termination.

Again, given the case in reference,
Amitabh was hired for the role of a
Project Manager which is apparently
a senior- level role, but his actions
did not justify entrusting him again
with big responsibilities post his
misconduct was discovered. His
performance too was just about
average at the time when this issue
came into the forefront. In addition,
his remuneration was much beyond
what he actually deserved. Therefore
at the outset, when it was discovered
that Amitabh has forged
information, the decision should
have been to let him go.
There are a few factors that
substantiate this decision:
1. Why did Amitabh not let Dr Isha
know the facts at the time of the
interview? He had initially justified
the situation by stating possibility of
misplacement of original papers due
to merger issues. He did accept his
mistake later and furnished a written
apology, but given the situation, he
was anyways without a better option
or alternative. While he may not be
a seasoned offender, what he did was
unethical and nothing short of what
is expected from an individual stuck
in his own trap and trying to save his
soul.
2. What guarantee does it hold that
now (or later), this information
would not escape to travel down to
the ears of the other employees?  A
person who could come up with a
reason as lame as 'loss of papers
due to merger' to cover up his act of
dishonesty could always project this
episode to the best of his advantage
in front of the other employees.
3. If the assumption mentioned in
point 2 holds true, then what kind of
example is the HR department setting
for the workforce at large? Others

might start doubting the company's
integrity and become unsure about
their future in the organization. In
fact, such episodes could also put a
company's credibility in jeopardy
amidst other stakeholders.
4. The equity and credibility of the
management team can also take a
dent because of this elusive 'second
life' provided to Amitabh. It would
appear as if the management's
decisions can be manoeuvred easily
,since Amitabh managed to do so on
more than one occasion, first to get
the job and then to save his job. Is
it worth the risk? Again, if this issue
reaches the stakeholders, it might
come across as the management's
inability to handle a simple internal
issue. Most importantly, it would put
the company's ability to address
complex client needs and demands
in question. This is even more
important for IT companies as their
client base is located worldwide, and
more often than not, global
companies have very stringent rules
when it comes to the integrity of the
companies they engage with.

Thus ideally, without even getting
into handing a 'second life', strong
disciplinary action should have been
taken against the employee on
account of dishonesty, fraudulent
behaviour and non-compliance.
Here's the suggested course of action:

As soon as the results of the
background check and other
references came through, a
discussion should have instantly
commenced between Dr Isha, the
Business Head and the CEO. In the
meeting, a consensus/decision to
have him go should have arrived at,
regarding Amitabh's integrity (or the
lack of it), basis the ethos and values
of the company (which I am
assuming in non-negotiable when it
comes to the lack of integrity
demonstrated by an individual).
Strong evidence and data should
have been prepared and shared by
Dr Isha and the Business Head, along
with the CEO, regarding the
background check results as well as
his performance, basis which an
informed decision should have been
taken. This meeting was crucial as it
would have provided a strong
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platform for deliberations, debates
and decision-making. Basis the
discussion, the management should
have assessed the long- term and
short-term impact of this incident
on the overall growth and well-being
of the company and its employees.

Once a consensus was arrived at,
Dr Isha and the Business Head
should have spoken to Amitabh,
clearly outlining the discrepancies in
his documents and how this
information has turned out to be a
matter affecting his employment. If
the company has an existing policy
around malpractice/integrity/
misconduct that should have been
clearly spelt out during the discussion

so that all parties are clear around
what Amitabh is being held
responsible for.

Assuming that Amitabh had
apologized for his mistake, Dr Isha
should stated her inability to help in
this situation since the company
regards such an act as 'non-negotiable'
and an 'unacceptable' practice.
Amitabh should have been informed
that on grounds of malpractice and
dishonesty, the company has decided
to terminate him.
Taking into consideration the
current situation where:
● Amitabh is working on a reduced
salary, where his salary was revised
to a figure in between his correct

salary while in the previous job and
the one offered while he joined BTM.
● Amitabh has received an 80 %
rating for performance which entitles
him for another 15 % increment.
It almost seems that the situation
has been amicably resolved with
respect to this particular candidature,
however, this is nothing but a short-
term solution to the problem which
will most definitely put the company
in more such complex situations in
future. The decision should hence
be revolving around two simple
questions around the company's
priorities: Employee versus
Employees and Today versus
Tomorrow and days to come.

In this dynamically changing
business environment, human
values are quintessential in

today's management. With such
prolific penetration of multinational
players, business is really borderless.
Hence, from an international
viewpoint, the impediment of global
business ethics is the phenomenon
that, unlike established laws whose
violation is directly punishable in a
court of law, business ethics is self-
regulatory. What remains difficult to
determine is what exactly is ethical
or unethical. In this "lawless
situation" the responsibility of the
executive is greater than ever. Which
values does she/he promote in her/
his actions and decisions? Which
responsibility does she/he take? Is it
only towards the bottom line or also
towards the growth of the individual
and society?

In an adult's life, it is often a
worthwhile process of self-
development to spend some time
clarifying one's values: reviewing and
reflecting on what is really important
in an enduring way. It is not really a
meaningful thing to choose values.
Organizational values may not be
different, however, are embedded in
the culture, which is tacitly built.

Edgar Schein, a MIT Sloan School
of Management professor, defines
organizational culture as:

"A pattern of shared basic
assumptions that was learned by a

group as it solved its problems of
external adaptation and internal
integration, that has worked well
enough to be considered valid and,
therefore, to be taught to new
members as the correct way you
perceive, think, and feel in relation to
those problems"(Schein, 2004, p. 17).

According to Schein, culture is
the most difficult organizational
attribute to change, outlasting
organizational products, services,
founders and leadership and all other
physical attributes of the
organization. HR professionals are
flag bearers and have umpteen
opportunities to promote ethics
within all organizational
environments. HR managers play key
roles in determining the  culture of
their organizations. This is true for a
number of reasons. HR is often the
first place employees turn to when
they notice policy violations. Every
action taken determines how
employees perceive enforcement.
This will affect even the most senior
manager in an organization. A
sensible, solid response effectively
communicates the message that
programs are taken seriously. It not
only reinforces the action of the
employee who reported the
infraction, but emphasizes the
meaning of the policy for others and
demonstrates the company's
intention to act in future situations.

Squarely, HR's activity in values

and ethics has an impact that goes
beyond enforcement of basics. Even
in organizations where HR is
uncertain of the support by the
senior management, they can begin
by enforcing simple policies and
norms. By confirming that support
exists at the top to enforce these,
HR establishes a base for what will
not be tolerated. Over time,
enforcement becomes a standard
practice. This presupposes that HR
takes action effectively and
reasonably, building a track record
that makes sense to the organization.
As more serious violations are
discovered, these can and should be
discussed with the senior
management. By beginning with
smaller violations and working up,
the senior management's support is
virtually assured all the way. It
becomes more difficult, even for
senior managers who might be
inclined otherwise, to do anything,
but support action. Everyone
becomes aware that policy violations
are likely to be reported and
penalized.

From this worldview, I will
attempt to understand the context
of this case.

Amitabh joined as a Senior
Project Manager and was entrusted
with an important role of ramping
up the team strength and delivery
capabilities. In a mid-size
organization, his role has significant
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visibility and impact; so a higher level
of scrutiny was definitely required.

Considering the flow of events:
Interview? Can reveal and conceal
too! Some interviews are
unstructured which harms the
integrity and reliability of the
interviewer's ability to choose. This
can be considered to be a major
drawback. It is also about a
candidate's verbal skills and ability
to play it to the gallery that might
influence the outcome. To what
extent are HR professionals equipped
with the intrinsic science of human
behaviour to observe and evaluate
the candidatures during interviews,
is a major question?
Dilemma of reference checks and
background checks: when and how?
Employers sometimes do a
background check as part of the
hiring process, and there is certain
information that cannot be verified
without the candidate's consent -
especially with the most recent
employer while he/she is still
employed. Thus, many employers
opt for post-joining background
checks, thus making the decision
process complicated in the event of
malpractice or discrepancy.
Therefore, professional reference
checks are becoming more relevant
than ever before. Many a times, the
recruiter solicits reference names
from the candidates, thus making it
susceptible to receiving lopsided
information. Can we look at discreet
references for senior positions
through HR professional contacts
and of course informing the
candidate about the process right at
the beginning? Dr Isha should have
streamlined the HR operations and
the internal flow of relevant
communication on time.

It appears that Dr Isha was
compassionate towards Amitabh
despite  all circumstantial evidences
of misrepresented facts and
manipulated records. Did she take
an easy way to protect Amitabh
rather than be punitive? Here comes
into play the organization's values
and ethics. What is their tolerance
level for such offences? If it's non-
negotiable, then Dr Isha's decision is

not in line with the larger interests
of the organization, given that
Amitabh is holding a senior position,
leading and directing teams.
Further, is it ideal to negotiate,
rework on the salary aspect and
extend one's probation period for
manipulating the records? Yes, in
the event of non-performance,
extended probation is a viable option
in order to offer a fair chance and
support to the employee to perform
and ramp up. In this case, it would
be intriguing to explore if Dr Isha was
caught in the trap of utilitarian factors
such as potential loss of face and
credibility for the HR or opportunity
cost for the organization?

Using Schein's model,
understanding paradoxical
organizational behaviour becomes
more apparent. For instance, an
organization can profess highly
aesthetic and moral standards at one
level; and simultaneously display
curiously opposing behaviour at the
deepest level of culture. This insight
offers an understanding into the
difficulty that newcomers experience
in assimilating organizational culture,
outlining why it takes time to become
acclimatized.

HR contributes to an environment
of high level of ethical thinking across
the board by establishing consistency
and logic in the enforcement of every
policy. As more and more people
see that all policies are routinely
enforced, they will be more inclined
to report violations even when they
are concerned or doubtful. They will
realize that they can trust the HR
and the organization's senior
managers to act responsibly. Thus,
few violations will go unreported.
This establishes that such an
environment is the best defence
against executives at all levels. While
every policy should be applied with
careful consideration for mitigating
circumstances, vigorous application
- wherever it makes sense - positions
the company in good stead with all
stakeholders and protects employees
and managers alike from future
problems.

Maintaining good ethics is clearly
a key responsibility for the HR
function. HC
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